INTEGRATE YOUR
ERP SYSTEM WITH
PROCURIFY
Procurement Made Ridiculously Easy
Procurement doesn’t have to be complicated. So many
business software solutions are overly complex and come
with expensive price tags. Most organizations don’t need
something that can do everything - just something that is
easy to use and gets the job done.
They need Procurify .

@procurify
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Procurify
REQUESTING:

RECEIVING:

•

•

makes simple requests in Procurify
when the need to buy something arises.

•

can pick and choose from easyto-locate,

suppliers.
•

items within

Procurify’s catalogue feature.

Items get shipped from the applicable
Items, once received, get sorted
according to their inventory IDs.

•

Sorting by inventory ID ensures an
accurate count of items, every time.

APPROVING:
•

Managers are

•
immediately

items are also caught and

Any

recorded immediately, every time.

when both orders and expenses are
•

submitted.

INVENTORY:

Based on how your company’s approval

•

Records and stores all items on-hand.

routing is structured, you can place

•

Keeps track of all items on order.

a limit on how much a manager can

•

Allows items to be re-ordered

approve, which eliminates any rogue

immediately if low on stock.

spending or over-paying for products.
•

For example, if a purchase for more
than $100 is made, you can structure
your approval process so that a senior
manager must make the approval.

Try it out for free for 14
days with full Email, Phone
and Web Support!

PURCHASING:
•

All purchase requests are consolidated
into one intuitive purchasing list.

•

•

Procurify is a fully featured
e-Procurement solution.

That master list gives the buyer/
purchaser the ability to bundle

Procurify streamlines the entire procure-

purchases together

to-pay cycle. From requisitions to purchase

into one

purchase order.

order creation, from approval routing

Purchase orders can then be

to item catalogues and tracking, your

immediately sent to suppliers via email.

organization’s spending can be managed
in the Procurify system. Because
Procurify is a cloud-based software, you
will have access to the software wherever
you have Internet connection.
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Procurify will continue to uphold its vision to
deliver a simple,

and well-designed

business software that reduces reliance on paper.
of Procurify:
Real-time analytics

Electronic purchase order

Approval routing

Real-time tracking

Budget control

No contracts

Mobile purchasing

Electronic expense and
travel management

Full phone, email and
web support

The Procurify Way
Save Time
Procurify dramatically reduces approval times and cuts down on
bottlenecks in the process chain. As a web-based solution Procurify can
be accessed anywhere you have Internet connection. You can approve or
deny requests on-the-go, freeing up your team’s valuable time.
Procurify signiﬁcantly reduces paperwork. Every step of the
procurement cycle is electronically tracked and automatically archived.
This allows critical details to be quickly and conveniently accessed when
it comes time for reporting or to do an audit.
Save Money
Procurify reduces operating expenses by decreasing “maverick” or
rouge spending. The system makes it easy to order from preferred
suppliers and take advantage of vendor discounts. Procurify also
allows users to match purchase orders to invoices, which helps

WHY THEY LOVE US

prevent double orders or payments made for unordered goods
and services. Having complete visibility to track approved orders and
the dollars spent will lead to substantial savings.

No hidden fees! Upgrades are free
of charge and automatic.
Learn Quickly
Procurify is easy to learn and will be fully implemented
in 7 days. In one week, you get 100% visibility into your
company’s spending!
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“Before Procurify we had
a very ad hoc system it
wasn’t really organized.
We were using our ERP
system to try to track
down orders. The whole
tracking system was
very complicated before
implementing Procurify.”
Rodrigo Artunduaga
Project and Materials Manager
ASCO Aerospace Canada

